
 
 
 
 
 
So its been a minute since I wrote to the world and on this occasion I want to tap into the way the 
system breeds hate when an individule is overstanding in his/her mistakes or wrongs. 
 
Like a child when he/she acts up they get punished by the proper athority (mom&dad) but in this 
instance its the judical system. Men an woman a like who find themself in this area of punishment has 
a decision to either better themself or stay uncorrected. Me I chose the first option and like several of 
other SOLID individules, they have chosen to do the same.The parole borad is a function designed to 
keep the understood slienced, meaning that for those who find themselves (younger or adult) in a 
situation, who could use proper guidance, which a brother or sister who has delt with the same 
struggle could help them overcome. By placing there knowledge on the line for evaluation by the 
struggling community or individule to analyize. 
 
Them brother or sister who have the keys to overcoming the system by rational thinking, have a froce 
against them and it seems to be uncureable, if its coming from the eyes of the Parole Board. Why 
keep punishing a person for a mistake or crime that occured 15-20 years ago if shown improvement? 
Its called Correction and Rebilitation for what reason then? Allow that growth to touch the inner citys 
or the misunderstood, or simply put the ignorant, so that less mistake can occur within our human 
society. Somebody has to teach the ignorant, and if the ones who have never been through it cant 
reach them, maybe the ones who have can. 
 
As you all know who has read my story, I'm still incarcerated and I have been for 10n years now, and 
I have blood relatives who are here with me now (1) and he has taught me so much that I dont think 
that I could have made it in a level 2 prison, coming from a level 3-4. Physically, mentally, and 
spiritually he has elevated to a place that has shocked me. But his family, kids, and friends will not 
have the luxury I have to know the new him, cause the Parole Borad wont see past 1997-98 crimes 
that has nothing to do with his incarceration now. 
 
We need voices to speek for us, if our actions that got us here, and kept us here, changed and is 
visibile seen through the methods given. Why cant a second chance a life be granted? There are 
stipulations place on those who are released anyhow, so what is the real reason? The only thiing I 
can see is that they dont want those who overstand the emotional turmoil, and financial turmoils that 
plague the inner citys, to open the eyes of those who are ignorant to it all. This is a struggle to open 
the eyes of the youth, and give hope to the future. Cause I cant honestly say if I didnt come to prison 
that my mental function would be where it is today. And that should say alot. 
 
Until next time!! 
 
 
Solid 
 
 


